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POINTS OF INTEREST EN ROUTE
Selamat Datang di Indonesia!
Welcome to Indonesia!
We would like you to have a great experience on one or multiple of the amazing and unique islands of this
archipelago. Therefore, please find some suggestions for places to visit whilst you drive between the various
locations on each island. Below you will find some general information on how this works with your pre-booked
services.

Is my driver able to stop whilst driving to and from locations?
Depending on what has been booked for you, you have either a transfer or a chartered car planned (this will be
clearly mentioned on your voucher; if nothing is mentioned, it’s always a transfer).



If you have a transfer planned, your driver is not able to stop on the way, as this is excluded. However,
please see below if you would like to upgrade to a transfer.
If you have a charter planned, your driver will be happy to stop for you any place you prefer as long
as the route is possible within the amount of hours mentioned on your voucher.

If your tour/route does not include a chartered car, no worries, give us a call, email, WhatsApp, sms on the numbers
mentioned on your vouchers, and we will be happy to arrange an upgrade (fees apply and subject to availability)
to a chartered car so you can visit some amazing places on the way. Please give us at least 12 hours’ notice.

Want to change your pickup (departure time)?
We are more than happy to change your pickup time of your transfer and/or chartered car. Please contact us on
the numbers mentioned on your vouchers to make this arrangement. Please inform us at least 12 hours in
advance and make sure we confirm to you verbally or through WhatsApp, email or sms if you would like to make
changes, changes are not guaranteed and subject to availability.
Please note, we do not change departure times for: Excursions; Boat transfers; transfers to and from harbors,
airports and train stations.

What to do if your driver speaks limited English and doesn’t understand?
No worries, we are happy to assist, please give us a call on one of the numbers mentioned on your voucher.
Furthermore, we have added Indonesian instructions in this document, so you can easily show the driver as well.

Things to keep in mind





Various points of interest might charge for entrance fees and parking fees, these excluded in
your journey except if mentioned on your vouchers.
Chartered cars are for a pre-set amount of hours, it does not matter if this is driving or still
standing. The amount of hours commences once the driver reaches your accommodation at
the pre-determined time. If you would like to use the services longer, feel free to call us, or
speak to your driver to extend (fees apply and subject to availability).
Happy Trails! Nor its partners can be kept liable for any recommendations, time/distance
estimations, made in this document as well as any extra incurred charges outside of the preplanned tour program. Furthermore, also not for any closures of points of interests.

Selamat Jalan!
Have a great journey!
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WELCOME TO FLORES
Below you will find a map of the island, as well as a table which gives you some insight into the key routes,
estimated distances and durations as well as places you could visit on the way.
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From/To

Maumere

Maumere

Moni
(Kelimutu)
85km
6 hours

85km
Moni (Kelimutu)

6 hours
116km

Ende

Riung

Bajawa

Ende

Riung

Bajawa

116km

268km

266km

8 hours

13 hours

11 hours

60km

180km

175km

2,5 hours
60km

8 hours

2,5 hours

268km

180km

11 hours

8 hours

125km

125km

8 hours
125km

13 hours

11 hours

8 hours

266km

175km

125km

6 hours

Ruteng

Labuan Bajo

399km

528km

269km

401km

258km

389km

192km

342km

120km
6 hours
120km

145km

Komodo

20 hours

20 hours

Not Possible

Not Possible

18 hours

18 hours

Not Possible

Not Possible

15 hours

15 hours

Not Possible

Not Possible

15 hours

15 hours

Not Possible

Not Possible

12 hours

12 hours

Not Possible

Not Possible

11 hours

8 hours

6 hours

6 hours

Ruteng

399km

269km

258km

192km

Labuan Bajo

528km

401km

389km

324km

265km

20 hours

18 hours

15 hours

15 hours

12 hours

120km

2,5 hours

1 hour

Not Possible

Not Possible

Not Possible

Not Possible

Not Possible

8 hours

By Boat

By Boat

20 hours

18 hours

15 hours

15 hours

12 hours

120km

2,5 hours

1 hour

Not Possible

Not Possible

Not Possible

Not Possible

Not Possible

8 hours

By Boat

By Boat

Rinca

Komodo

7 hours

265km

Rinca

145km

120km

120km

120km

7 hours

5 hours

8 hours

8 hours

120km

2,5 hours

2,5 hours

5 hours

By Boat

By Boat

NOTE: The distance to Komodo & Rinca Island only available to count until Labuan Bajo Harbour.
Please note, all information presented are mere estimations. All times and travel distances depend upon traffic as well as road conditions. Therefore neither Happy Trails!
Nor its partners may be held liable for any information presented above

Places to visit on the way (please always discuss options with your driver before departure)
From

To (v.v)

Maumere

Moni

Moni

Ende

Ende

Bajawa

Places to visit en route






Alok Market (MM1)
Wuring Fishing Village (MM2)
Old Curch at Sikka Village (MM3)
Ikat Weaving at Sikka Village (MM4)
Paga Beach (MM5)





Kelimutu Volcano (MON1)
Lio Village of Saga (MON2)
Nuabosi Panoramic View (MON3)





Exile House of Soekarno (END1)
Wolotopo Village (END2)
Green Stone Beach Penggajawa (END3)
Ebulobo Volcano View (END4)

Ruteng
Bajawa

Ruteng

Labuan Bajo





Bena Village (BJW1)
Ranamese Lake (BJW2)
Ruteng Pu’u (BJW3)




Liang Bua (RTG1)
Cancar Spider Web Ricefield (RTG2)

Please note, some points of interest might be closed on various days due to various reasons, as well as that entrance fees are likely to be charged.
Please note you might not be able to visit all of the objects due to limited times. Please discuss it with your driver
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BRIEF EXPLANATION ON POINTS OF INTERESTS
Maumere – Alok Market

CODE: MM1

Its open dialy. Tuesdays are special, though, because the market
transforms from a place of transactions into a hub for social gathering
– crowded with sellers and buyers from throughout Sikka, and with
product ranging from everyday items to unusual goods that are not
display on regular days. The market usually last for only a few hours,
starting from the break of dawn to midday at the latest. If you are keen
on seeing traditional bartering, make sure that you are at the market
no later than 7am. Please do not expect the hustle and bustle on a
Sunday there, because this is the day when the majority of the peole
go to church.

Tell your driver: Alok - Maumere - Sikka
Wuring Fishing Village

CODE: MM2

Wuring is a smalll fishing village, with impressive Mt egon volcano in
the background, is located on the main road about 4km west of
Maumere. It is home to Bugis and Bajo people who live in traditionally
constructed stilt houses. As Wuring was massively hit by the Tsunami
in 1922, many people moved to the neighboring village of Nangahure.
However, Wuring is still their homeland where they carry on their
tradition as tenacious Bugis fisherman.
Some of the villagers build boats, but not the big Phinisi – Schooners
wich the Buginese people are famed for. Women from nearby inland
villages often come to Wuring to sell their agricultural produce for local
fresh fish or salted fish which is popular product in Sikkanese market.

Tell your driver: Kelurahan Wuring kec. Alok Barat kab. Sikka
Old Church in Sikka

The village of Sikka (natar means ‘village’ in the local language), with
its pleasant sea view on the south coast, is one of the first places of
Portuguese influence and Catholic missionary activity in Flores.
Therefore this is a place to take a leap into the past and learn about
Sikkanese history, such as the colonial era.
The former center of the Kingdom of Sikka features a big church,
which was built with the support of Jesuit priests in 1899. Its inside
walls are nicely decorated with local ikat motifs. During the rule of the
Sikkanese royal palace, the church was not only a place to hold Holly
Communion, but was also used for the inauguration of new kings.

Tell your driver: Sikka Natar - Kec. Lela - Kab. Sikka

CODE: MM3

Watublapi Ikat Weaving

CODE: MM4

Watublapi is a small community in the Sikka district well known for its
fine traditional ikat weaving. Whereas many other local weaving
communities switched to industrially spun yarn and chemical dyes for
the sake of saving time and money, the weavers of Watublapi still use
the traditional, handspun yarn made out of local cotton, as well as local
natural dyes.
In the 1980s, the villagers – along with the assistance of the German
priest, Pater Bollen – established a cultural cooperative called
Sanggar Bliran Sina with the goal of preserving and promoting local
dance, music, ikat weaving, and other handicrafts.
Tell your driver: Sikka Natar - Kec. Lela - Kab. Sikka

Paga Beach

CODE: MM5

About halfway along the main road between Maumere and Moni, near
the village of Paga, you will find another charming strip of beach that
is worth a stop. If you did not bring your own picnic lunch, you even
get the chance to eat delicious, fresh seafood in the small restaurant
right on the beach while watching the local fishermen.

Tell your driver: Jl. Trans Maumere - Ende. Desa Paga Kec Paga Kab.
Sikka

Moni - Kelimutu National Park

CODE: MON1

Mount Kelimutu, with its tri-colored crater lakes, is probably the most
amazing natural phenomenon in Flores. Beyond that, the ‘steaming
mountain’ is also the island’s most famous tempat angker, or mystical,
haunted place.
Scientific explanations aside, there are many myths about the origin
of Kelimutu. This is one of the reasons why Mount Kelimutu was, and
still is a sacred place for the local people. Over the years, the three
crater lakes have often changed color. At present, one of the lakes is
black-brown, one is green, and one is currently changing from green
to a reddish color. A reason may be the varying mineral contents of
the water. Another explanation suggests that the changing colors are
caused by the neglected ancestral souls.

Tell your driver: Desa Pemo - Kec. Kelimutu - Kab. Ende
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Lio Village of saga

CODE: MON2

The people living in Saga belong to the Lio tribe, a mountain tribe as
contrasted to the Ende tribe living at the coast and in Wolotopo. Indeed
Saga is built on a steep slope, and walking around one needs to
negotiate some ingenious stairs.

Tell your driver: Desa Saga - Kec. Detusoko - Kab. Ende

Nuabosi Panoramic View

CODE: MON3

For a spectacular view on Ende and environment you have to go to
the village Nuabosi, nine kilometers off the main road to Bajawa. The
mainly paved road to the village starts in the outskirts of Ende. The
view is good right from the start, but have some patience: the best is
still coming. Nuabosi has a rumah adat, a traditional tribal house with
a crypt. A big flat stone is used as an altar, on which water buffalo's,
horses, pigs, cows and goats for Islamic guests are sacrificed during
traditional rituals. The rumah adat has gained a metal roof to catch
precipitation, since the water reservoir is located 300 meters uphill,
steep uphill.
The short sandy road leads from Nuabosi to the remains of a pension
from the Dutch colonial period. The spot was well chosen: the view is
nice. Around April-May the harvesting festivities are held here. The
women weave and the men work in the valley behind the village where
lots of vegetables are cultivated for Ende.
Tell your driver: Nuabosi - Ds. Ndetundora - Kec. Ende - Kab. Ende

Ende – Exile House of Soekarno

CODE: END1

To visitors interested in recent Indonesian history, Museum Rumah
Soekarno in Ende offers a sneak-peek into the imprinting stage of life
of the nation’s most characteristic leadership figure and time travel
through the nation’s past era of independence struggle within an
already shaking colonial power.
The museum is actually the former residence where Soekarno,
Indonesia’s first president, spent his years in exile from 1934 to 1938.
Soekarno has gained almost heroic status in the eyes of many
Indonesians and is also considered to be somewhat the ‘father of the
nation’. He was exiled by the Dutch colonial government due to his
anti-colonial and nationalist activism. His exile was not a single case,
though, as some other nationalist movement leaders were also exiled
by the Dutch in the early 1930s to limit the anti-colonial influence of
these early promoters of independence. When Soekarno became
president in 1954, he turned his exile residence in Ende into a
museum called Rumah Soekarno, or ‘Soekarno’s house’.

Tell your driver: Jl. Perwira - Kel. Ende - Kec. Ende - Kab. Ende
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Wolotopo Village

CODE: END2

Wolotopo, a rather large and lively village built into a quite steep
hillside, is well worth a visit to encounter the Lionese people within
their past and present way of living. The people there still strongly
adhere to their adat and keep their traditional ceremonial houses in
good shape.
These houses are not only a relic of history but are also still inhabited
by several families. Taking a stroll around the village, you will get an
idea of the local daily activities – above all ikat weaving, which is
practiced by almost every household – and the interplay of adat and
Christian beliefs, expressed in the mix of traditional and Catholic
graves.

Tell your driver: Ds. Wolotopo - Kec. Ndona - Kab. Ende
Green Stone Beach Penggajawa

CODE: END3

Penggajawa Beach has a dazzling scenery with crystal clear sea
water, reflecting the beautiful colors of the stones in it. If the weather
is sunny, you can see Ende hill, and the island across the sea. Along
the coast stretches limestone cliffs

Tell your driver: Jl. Perwira - Kel. Ende - Kec. Ende - Kab. Ende

Ebulobo Volcano View

CODE: END5

Ebulobo (also called Amburombu or Keo Peak), is a symmetrical
stratovolcano in central Flores Island. It has a flat summit lava dome
and contains a 250 m summit crater, breached on 3 sides.

In 1830, a lava flow (known as Watu Keli lava flow) descended from
the northern breach on the summit and reached 4 km length. A small
summit eruption occurred on 28th February 1969, where "fire", steam
and ash were reported.

Tell your driver: Jl. Perwira - Kel. Ende - Kec. Ende - Kab. Ende
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Bajawa - Bena Village

CODE: BJW1

Bena, a community that is situated about 16km from Bajawa at the
foot of Mount Inerie, is the most famous and also most visited village
in the Ngada district. With its impressive stone formations and
ancestral shrines, as well as traditional houses, Bena has turned into
a signpost for Ngada culture.
The village consists of two parallel rows of traditional, high thatchroofed houses. Highly visible in the center of the village are ngadhu
and bhaga, pairs of shrines – one for each clan of the village –
representing the clan’s ancestors. The ngadhu is an anthropomorphic
umbrella-like pole embodying the male ancestor of a clan. The trunk
is decorated with carvings and is topped with a warrior-like figure. The
ngadhu symbolizes fierceness and virility. After a new ngadhu has
been carved out of a special tree, the men of the village carry the pole
in a ceremonial way into the village.
The bhaga, a female ancestral clan shrine, is a small hut with a
thatched roof that resembles a miniature of a traditional house. It
symbolizes the sanctuary of the house and the female body. The
bhaga offers enough space for one to two persons to hold rituals for
female ancestors.

Tell your driver: Ds. Tiwuriwu Kec. Aimere Kab. Ngada

Ranamese Lake

CODE: BJW2

Ranamese Lake is a volcanic lake in the midst of forest, just 25 km
east of Ruteng, right on the way to Bajawa. The view to the lake gets
more fascinating as you approach. You can enjoy the singing birds
and the beauty of the landscape such as the flowers and the rice
field view in Mano Village.

Tell your driver: Jl. Ruteng - Borong Desa Golo Loni - Kec. Borong
Kab. Manggarai Timur

Ruteng Pu’u

CODE: BJW3

The traditional village of Ruteng Pu’u, located 4km from Ruteng, is
one of the most popular places to see the traditional compang, a
round, stone platform surrounded by a circle of stones and traditional
houses.
The compang is the center of traditional ceremonies and rituals, e.g.
for sacrificial offerings. An impressive waringin tree (Ficus Benjamina),
locally known as a ‘ruteng’, once grew in the center of the compang.
It is now replaced by a dadap tree. On the east side of the compang,
there are two tall traditional houses with spiked roofs.

Tell your driver: Kelurahan Golodukal - Kec. Langke Rembong - Kab.
Manggarai
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Liang Bua

CODE: RTG1

With this finding, long-held scientific theories on the evolutionary past
of human beings were contested: was there a land connection
between mainland Asia or Australia and Flores? Was the isolated
island situation responsible for the dwindling size? Did modern human
beings cross with the hobbit, or did a volcano eruption end to the
hobbit population before modern human beings settled on Flores? Is
it really a new kind of human being, or did it suffer from a disease
causing dwarfism?
Father Verhoeven, a Catholic missionary of the SVD order, was the
first to undertake archaeological excavation in Liang Bua. After
Verhoeven, further research by Indonesian archaeologists was
undertaken, confirming the assumption of human occupation.
Archaeological excavation is still going on, with further discoveries of
the bony remains of stegodons, varans, rats, birds, and stone
artefacts. Old Manggaraian myths and tales about small people living
in caves are still doing the rounds.
Tell your driver: Rampasasa Ds. Liangbua Kec. Ruteng Kab
Manggarai

Cancar Spiderweb Ricefield

CODE: RTG2

Long before wet-rice cultivation, the ancestors of the Manggaraian
people grew dry rice, corn, and tubers in the lingko fields. Every village
used to own several fields. During planting and harvesting time,
ceremonies and ritual offerings were held at the lodok, the ritual center
of the lingko. The lodok features a wooden pole and a rock.
These two objects symbolize the reunion of the male and female, the
heaven and earth, and the creation of mankind. If a new lingko was
developed, the sacrifice of a water buffalo was required. The division
of a new lingko was guided by the tu’a teno, the Lord of the Land. This
traditional leader had the authority over the land and the rituals and
ceremonies related to the agricultural cycle. The distribution of the
fields to different families was carried out at the lodok. Every family of
a community had the right to work a certain piece of land. Depending
on the family’s size, the head of the family held a certain number of
fingers to the pole in the lodok. The distance between the fingers was
marked on this pole. From these two points, lines were drawn to the
outer circle of the lingko, defining the size of a family’s land. These pie
segments were called moso, which means ‘hand’ in the Manggarai
language. The moso were not conceived as the private property of a
single person or household.
Traditionally the lingko was farmed with a system of shifting
cultivation, thus claims of constant land tenure were not yet common.
After a two-year utilization period, the old fields were given up, and
virgin forest – which in the past was abundant – or former fallow land,
was cleared for new fields. Even though these fields still exist today,
their agricultural and ritual context has changed drastically.

Tell your driver: Ds. Cara kec. Ruteng Kab. Manggarai
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